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A Brief Introduction to Epidemiological Modeling
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By Irena Papst (McMaster University)

“I simply wish that, in a matter which so closely concerns the wellbeing of
the human race, no decision shall be made without all the knowledge which a
little analysis and calculation can provide.” - Daniel Bernoulli, 1760.
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Figure 1: A diagram of the
SIR model, which incorporates a transmission rate β
and a recovery rate ɣ.

Bernoulli’s spirit has motivated epidemiological
modeling since the 18th century, when he first used
a deterministic model of smallpox spread to determine whether the potential societal benefit of variolation, the practice of inoculating susceptible individuals with a small dose of active virus, was worth
the individual risk. The question was far from trivial,
since inoculated individuals could develop a severe
case of smallpox even if the virus used was gathered
from someone who had developed a mild form of
the infection.
In applying mathematical tools to this epidemiological problem, Daniel Bernoulli provided an illustrative
example; with mathematical modeling, we seek to
draw important conclusions in cases where running experiments would be logistically impossible or
completely unethical, so that we are able to make
well-informed decisions in high-risk situations. [7]

sider a simple model of infectious disease spread:
the SIR model. Published in 1927 by W. O. Kermack
and A. G. McKendrick [6], the SIR model is a compartmental model which uses ordinary differential
equations to track the spread of an infectious disease with respect to time. Each member of a population is labeled as Susceptible, Infected, or Removed
and movement between the categories is given by
certain rates, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The resulting system of ODEs is as follows (all categories are measured as proportions of the total
population):

The SIR model. To be a bit more concrete, let’s con*

Pictures of the CUMC are courtesy of Adrian Smalley.
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Preamble
By Kseniya Garaschuk (University of Victoria)

Like any good disease, mathematics is contagious. It has managed to contaminate my entire family
and was passed down to me hereditarily. It spreads through my friends in the form of neat little
problems we share in my office at lunchtime. It re-infects my colleagues as it frequents departmental seminars and national conferences; it’s particularly dangerous during coffee breaks. Much
like a flock of malaria-infected mosquitoes, both research questions and everyday puzzles mercilessly eat away at you. The only known relief – finding their solution.
Kseniya Garaschuk
Editor
Math is like a hormone
supplement for thyroid
deficiency - through no
fault of your own, you
develop the need for it
at a young age and then
require a daily fix for the
rest of your life.

Fortunately or unfortunately, the acquired infection does not go away. Worse, the infected become
the infectors. With mathematicians all too happy to succumb to this disease’s side effects, no one
is looking for a vaccine. The math will not be cured.
In this issue of the Margin, we learn about traditional epidemiological models and the necessary
proportion of vaccinations required to actually eradicate a disease. Among other things, we go on
to see how helpful graphs and diagrams can be and how you grad students and supervisors can
sicken each other. We hear a recount of this year’s Canadian Undergraduate Mathematics Conference (a highly pathogenic annual math outbreak) all the while graph theorists and physicists infest
the Distractions Page.
Since you are reading this publication, you are clearly infected. To spread your own strain of math
virus, submit your contagious pieces to student-editor@cms.math.ca.
And don’t get well anytime soon.

It is important to note a few simplifying assumptions we’re making in order to properly interpret
our model in a biological context. For one, we’re assuming that an infected individual is instantaneously
infectious, which is not necessarily the case with
all diseases - there may be a latent period in which
an individual has been exposed but isn’t infectious
yet. Moreover, by only tracking the evolution of the
disease in time, we’re assuming that our population
is homogeneously mixed, meaning that a person is
equally likely to bump into someone they live with as
someone who lives across town. Lastly, we assume
that our population is constant, which amounts to
S + I + R = 1.
Although the model is simple, we can actually draw
some interesting conclusions from it. Let’s consider
the second equation of the model. When this equation is equal to 0, there is no change in infecteds,
which occurs trivially when I = 0 (no infecteds,
and thus no disease) and S = γ/β. We note that if
S < γ/β, then dI/dt < 0 and the number of infecteds decreases, while if S > γ/β, then dI/dt > 0 and
the number of infecteds increases. Thus γ/β is a
threshold for disease spread. If we wish to control
the spread of the infectious disease being modeled,
we simply need to reduce the susceptible popula-
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tion to below the threshold value. Furthermore, the
threshold value is actually the reciprocal of the basic reproduction number R0 defined as the average
number of secondary cases generated by one infected over their infectious period in a fully susceptible
population. 2
In order for an epidemic to occur, the susceptible
population has to be above the threshold value. Suppose the initial proportion of susceptibles is approximately 1, which would be the case if the population
is very large and only a few individuals are initially
infected. Then for an epidemic to occur, we must
have 1 > 1/R0 or R0 > 1. This result is biologically
sound because it means that in order for an epidemic to occur, the average number of secondary cases
generated by one infected while they are infectious
must exceed 1.
Vaccination. To ensure that the epidemic dies out,
we could reduce the susceptible population to below the threshold value with a vaccination program
(which is supposed to be completely effective). Assuming the initial proportion of susceptibles is approximately 1, and we vaccinate a proportion p, the
resulting proportion of susceptibles is 1 − p, which
we hope falls under the threshold value. Mathemati-

Consider the inverse of the threshold value β/γ . Since is the recovery rate, its inverse, 1/ is the mean infectious
period, or the average amount of time a person spends in the infected class. As such, β/γ = R0.
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cally speaking, we want 1 − p < 1/R0, which can be
rearranged to p > 1 − 1/R0.
Disease
Smallpox
Rubella
Chickenpox
Measles

R0
3.5–6
6–7
10–12
16–18

p
0.71–0.83
0.83–0.86
0.9–0.92
0.93–0.94

Figure 2: A table of some diseases, their estimated basic
reproduction numbers (as given in [1]) and the proportion
of the susceptible population that should be vaccinated as
predicted by the SIR model.

This result is actually quite stunning. One may think
naïvely that in order to ensure the eradication of a
disease, the entire susceptible population should be
vaccinated. However, this result tells us that we will
never encounter a scenario where we will be absolutely required to vaccinate all susceptibles. But, perhaps more importantly, it provides us with a wonderful example of counterintuitive knowledge which, as

Bernoulli put it, just “a little analysis and calculation
can provide.”
[1] R. M. Anderson and R. M. May, Infectious diseases of humans: dynamics and control. Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press. (1991).
[2] J. Gani, Daniel Bernoulli (version 3). StatProb: The Encyclopedia Sponsored by Statistics and Probability Societies. http://
statprob.com/encyclopedia/DanielBERNOULLI.html
[3] A. Hastings, Population Biology: Concepts and Models. Spinger. (1996).
[4] D. Hughes-Hallett, et al. Applied Calculus. Wiley. (2006).
[5] M.J. Keeling and P. Rohani, Modeling Infectious Diseases.
Princeton University Press. (2008).

Irena Papst
I’ve taken a 15 hour bus
trip (twice). I wouldn’t
recommend it (even once).

[6] W. O. Kermack and A. G. McKendrick, A Contribution to the
Mathematical Theory of Epidemics. Proceedings of the Royal
Society of London. Series A, Vol. 115. (1927).
[7] A reprint of Bernoulli’s influential paper on the topic can be
found at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/rmv.443/
abstract.

A rant about delinquent supervisors and slacking students
By David Thomson (Carleton University)

I have two colleagues, one in philosophy and one in
math, who recently defended and both went to their
former supervisors for help applying for their NSERC
and SSHRC grants. In both cases their supervisor refused, stating that since they were no longer working
together, they didn’t feel as if it was their responsibility to help in their students’ future development. This
story raises an interesting point: what is the role of a
graduate student’s supervisor? Surely there is more to
it than being affiliated with more HQP.

On the other side of the coin, graduate students need
to hold themselves accountable within their own graduate program. Particularly after course work is completed, most grad students in mathematics are lucky
enough to have a completely open schedule. As a result, so often we think it is enough to show up to work,
go for coffee, discuss the beauty of mathematics with
our officemates, go to lunch, write some emails, go for
coffee and then go home to have a nap, cook dinner
and watch the Cosby show. How much real work was
accomplished in that schedule? And we are doing this
with the services and financial support of, with luck,
external sources, the university, our departments and
our supervisors.

Of course, the dynamic between student and supervisor varies greatly with the personalities involved. In
general, however, I would argue that the role of the
supervisor has two major parts: (1) The supervisor
should academically direct the graduate program of Though graduate math is not intended to be like a 9-5
the student, (2) the supervisor should serve as an aca- job (aside: in math we ask, “Who do you work with?”
1
demic role model and aid in the future career develop- and in engineering they ask, “Who do you work for?”),
ment of the student. The second point is oftentimes we owe it to all of the above sources, and to ourselves,
seen as “extra-to-the-degree” and it is precisely this to put in the time and effort to work on the topics that
role that the supervisor in the previous example ig- we loved enough to devote these extra years of our
nored. Supervisors must be more than just breathing lives to. Of course, some days you don’t have “it”;
graduate textbooks; they should aid in their students’ maybe you fought with your significant other, or you
future planning, they should give real feedback on slept badly or your brain is just having an off day. But
grant applications and, heck, they might even proof keep in mind: even though grad school is often quottheir students’ CV. In fact, some universities have it ed to be a marathon, runners who continually put off
right: the “PhD supervisor” is actually, and more ac- training will never qualify for Boston.
curately, named the “PhD Advisor”.
*

Have comments, concerns or rude remarks? Write to our editors at student-editor@cms.math.ca.

David Thomson
Editor
The way that math is
most like a disease is in
how people who aren’t
mathematicians treat you
when they find out what
you do.
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La correspondance de McKay et les diagrammes
de Coxeter-Dynkin
Par Louis-Philippe Thibault (Université de Toronto)

Les diagrammes de Coxeter-Dynkin (ou de légères variantes de ceuxci) apparaissent dans plusieurs domaines des mathématiques, qui
n’ont, en apparence, aucun lien entre eux.
If Mathematics were a
disease, it would be Cholera, because while it does
only touch a small portion
of the population, it is a
communicable disease and
you can hardly recover
from it!
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Peut-être êtes-vous familier avec la classification
des algèbres de Lie semi-simples sur des corps algébriquement clos. Pour classifier ces structures
mathématiques, Eugène Dynkin utilisa les diagrammes qui portent aujourd’hui son nom. Les diagrammes de Coxeter, qui décrivent un ensemble relationnel d’hyperplans de réflexions, sont intimement
liés aux diagrammes de Dynkin. Dans cet article,
nous explorerons une correspondance surprenante
entre les diagrammes de Coxeter-Dynkin et les sousgroupes finis de SL(2, C). Dans la nomenclature,
plusieurs ensembles de graphes pouvant différer
légèrement les uns des autres portent le nom de diagrammes de Coxeter-Dynkin. Dans ce qui suit, nous
appellerons diagrammes de Coxter-Dynkin les diagrammes présentés sur les figures 1 à 5, c’est-à-dire
les diagrammes affines simplement lacés de CoxeterDynkin de type A D E .

Figure 1:
Diagramme
de CoxeterDynkin de
type An.

FIGURE

Les sous-groupes finis de SL(2, C) sont connus. En
effet, ces derniers sont les groupes binaires cycliques
An d’ordre n + 1, les groupes binaires diédraux Dn
d’ordre 4(n 2), le groupe binaire tétraédral T
d’ordre 24, le groupe binaire octaédral O d’ordre 48
et le groupe binaire icosaédral I d’ordre 120. Les
trois derniers étant associés aux groupes de rotations du tétraèdre, du octaèdre et du icosaèdre,
respectivement. En 1979, John McKay remarqua
2: DIAGRAMME DE COXETER-DYNKIN DE
TYPE une
Dn propriété surprenante concernant les représentations de ces sous-groupes finis de SL(2, C). Tout
d’abord, il définit ce que nous appelons aujourd’hui
un Graphe de McKay. Soit G un groupe fini. Soit V
une représentation de G et le caractère qui lui est
Figure 2:
associé. Soit { 1, ... , m } l’ensemble des caractères
Diagramme
irréductibles de G. Alors pour chaque i, nous avons

nij j, pour certains nij. Le graphe de
i = ∑j
McKay Γ G de G est défini de la façon suivante. Pour
chaque représentation irréductible de G, il correspond un sommet dans Γ G . Une flèche part de i vers
j si nij est strictement positif, le poids de la flèche
étant alors nij. Par convention, un poids égale à 1
n’est pas noté et une simple arrête remplace deux
flèches ayant des directions opposées entre deux
mêmes sommets.
⌦

L’idée de McKay fut de calculer ces graphes pour
les sous-groupes finis de SL(2, C), en prenant V
comme étant la représentation canonique. Par exemple, le groupe T a sept classes de conjugaison
et sa table de caractères est donnée dans la figure 3, où c est la représentation canonique et !
une racine troisième de l’unité. Nous avons que
χ1 ⊗ c = c,
χ2 ⊗ c = χ5 ,

χ5 ⊗ c = χ2 + χ4 ,

χ3 ⊗ c = χ6 ,

c ⊗ c = χ1 + χ4 .

χ6 ⊗ c = χ3 + χ4 ,
c ⊗ c = χ1 + χ4 ,

Ainsi, le graphe de McKay de T est exactement le
diagramme de Coxeter-Dynkin de type E6:
ED NIKNYD-RETEXOC ED EMMARGAID :3 ERUGIF
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Louis-Philippe Thibault

En général, les graphes de McKay des sous-groupes
finis de SL(2, C) correspondent aux diagrammes affines simplement lacés de Coxeter-Dynkin de type
A D E ! Il existe donc une correspondance biunivoque, appelée correspondance de McKay, entre
les sous-groupes finis de SL(2, C) et les diagrammes
de Coxeter-Dynkin de type A D E .

Figure 6: Table de Caractères de T

de CoxeterDynkin de
type Dn.

Figure 3: Table de caractères de T .

Classes de conjugaison
χ1
χ2
χ3
χ4
c
χ5
χ6
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C1
1
1
1
3
2
2
2

C2
1
1
1
3
2
2
2

C3
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

C4
1
!
!2
0
1
!
!2

C5
1
!2
!
0
1
!2
!

C6
1
!
!2
0
1
!
!2

C7
1
!2
!
0
1
!2
!

References
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ces diagrammes expliquent peut-être en partie
pourquoi ils apparaissent si souvent. En effet, il est
possible de prouver que si ⇤ est un graphe connexe avec une fonction additive f , c’est-à-dire,
f : ! C, f 6= 0 et 2f (i) = ∑i j f (j), où i j signifie que le sommet i et le sommet j sont voisins,
alors Γ est un diagramme de Coxeter-Dynkin. Pour
les graphes de McKay, il est effectivement possible
de trouver une telle fonction additive f , définie par
f (i) = dim(⇢i ), où dim(⇢i ) est la dimension de la
représentation irréductible ⇢i associée au sommet
i. Les diagrammes de Coxeter-Dynkin apparaissent
donc naturellement dans ce cas.

[1] P. Du Val, Homographies, Quaternions and Rotations.
Clarendon Press. (1964).
[2] G. Gonzalez-Sprinberg and J-L Verdier. Construction
géométrique de la correspondence de McKay. Ann. Sc. ec.
Norm. Sup. 16, 409-449. (1983).

Figure 4:
Diagramme
de CoxeterDynkin de
type E7.

Figure 5:
Diagramme
de CoxeterDynkin de
type E8.
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Plusieurs autres exemples de l’application des diagrammes de Coxeter-Dynkin peuvent être trouvés
dans la littérature. Une propriété intéressante de

[3] J. McKay, Graphs, singularities and finite groups. Proc.
Symp. Pure Math. 37, 183-186. (1980).

YRC experience for all
By Colin Weir (University of Calgary)

The PIMS Young Researchers Conference (YRC)
is an event run by graduate students for graduate students, though all are welcome to attend.
This year’s conference (my fourth but first as
lead organizer) was the 9th annual and held at
the University of Calgary, June 25-28, 2012.
Since moving out west four years ago, I’ve seen
the conference grow into a truly unique interdisciplinary exchange, a chance to network,
gain skills and experience, and learn about all
kinds of exciting research. With every talk
geared towards a general student audience, I
always learn a ton because there is so much to
take away.
This year, eighty student participants were

treated to four days of exciting events. There
were three excellent keynote presentations,
forty participant talks, software mini-workshops
on MATLAB, Sage and R, as well as a panel discussion on careers in mathematics featuring
representatives from CSEC, MITACS, Corning,
Boeing, Alberta Health and CGG Veritas. Thanks
to Studc’s support, the event was capped off
with a great banquet. We are all now looking
forward to next year’s YRC at the University of
Alberta in Edmonton.
Studc continuously accepts applications to fund
social and other student events across Canada.
Visit http://studc.math.ca for more information.

Colin Weir
I’ve learned lately that I
love travelling. I’d never
been on a plane until I
was 21 years old, and now
I’ve been to 14 different
countries and 9 provinces
(sorry Newfoundland &
Labrador, I’m working
on it).
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DIAGRAMME DE COXETER-DYNKIN DE TYPE E8

Cette correspondance était déjà connue au début du
20e siècle. Soit X une variété algébrique. La théorie
de la résolution des singularités étudie les variétés
non-singulières Y et une application birationnelle
: Y ! X. Soit ⇤ un sous-groupe fini de
SL(2, C). La variété quotient X/⇤ se nomme singularité quotient kleinienne. Une correspondance entre
les singularités kleiniennes et les diagrammes de
Coxeter-Dynkin de type A D E fut démontrée en
1934 par Du Val [1]. La force du résultat de McKay fut
d’établir une correspondance directe entre les sousgroupes de SL(2, C) et les diagrammes de CoxeterDynkin de type A D E , en regardant seulement
leurs représentations irréductibles, sans passer
par la théorie des singularités. Ce résultat amena
plusieurs questions et ouvra la voie à de nombreux
autres résultats étonnants, notamment le lien entre
les représentations irréductibles des sous-groupes
de SL(2, C) et la résolution de leur singularité kleinienne associée, découvert par Gonzalez-Springer et
Verdier en 1983.

Mathematicians Anonymous
By Michael Snarski (McGill Univeristy)

My name is Michael, and I have a problem. It’s been seventeen days
since I proved my last theorem.
...I don’t belong in math. I’m not Euler, or Fermat, or
anyone important, and I never will be.
Michael Snarski
Math is like alcoholism; it
requires a support group.

Learning math can suck. It’s a subject which everyone finds difficult and intimidating. Everybody seems
ridiculously smart, the textbooks are especially good
at making you feel bad, and as the reader can trivially
see, theories come out fully formed as single strokes
of brilliance. The problem is that a lot of math happens behind the scenes.

confidence, and discipline. It’s the long term that
matters: there are rarely time limits on solutions, but
many important problems have been abandoned out
of a lack of persistence.
So what can you do? There’s no twelve-step program
to get better at math, but here are four ideas. It is left
as an exercise to the reader to find the things that
work best for him or her.

- Read Terence’s Tao’s blog, especially his career
Much more than sheer talent, I
advice and note on ‘Do you
think the single most important
have to be a genius?’ It’s just
“...
if
one
is
accustomed
to
(and most overlooked) facet of
like Chicken Soup for the
mathematical development is easy success, one may not
Mathematician’s Soul®.
having a good attitude. This is develop the patience neces- Do math away from distraceasier said than done, for math sary to deal with truly difficulty
problems.”
tions, and try to work at least
is a cruel temptress. You work
Terence
Tao
an hour at a time.
on a problem for hours and
get nowhere, while someone
- Practice spending twenty
comes along, shifts a few hieroglyphs around, and
minutes a day writing down whatever math pops into
suddenly all becomes clear... so obvious, how could I
your head. Work out silly questions – they are often
have missed it? Am I a complete idiot?
the most useful ones.
A resounding no. This happens to absolutely everyone, and I feel that’s something which needs to be
emphasized more in mathematical education. The
ability to do math fast, spot clever tricks and take
tests is not a clear indicator of being a good research
mathematician. These skills are certainly useful, but
much more important are the qualities of patience,

The CMS and the CRM are hosting the 2012
CMS Winter Meeting, December 7-10.
The meeting will take place at the Fairmont Queen
Elizabeth Hotel in the heart of Montreal and will
celebrate the Canadian launch of Mathematics
of Planet Earth 2013. Studc is planning a number
of exciting student events to be held during the
meeting, including a poster session, students talks
and and a social. Check the meeting website at
http://cms.math.ca/Events/winter12/ for the most
up-to-date information.
6
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- Embrace the feeling of confusion. Are you frustrated, maybe even going crazy? Good, you’re on your
way to becoming a mathematician!
Most importantly, don’t compare yourself to others.
There are uncountably many ways of doing math;
your job is to find your own.

La SMC et le CRM sont les hôtes de la
Réunion d’hiver 2012 de la SMC qui aura
lieu du 7 au 10 décembre.
La rencontre se tiendra à l’hôtel Fairmont Le Reine Elizabeth situé au coeur de Montréal et sera
l’occasion de célébrer le lancement des Mathématiques de la planète Terre 2013. Le comité étudiant prépare déjà plusieurs activités excitantes
destinées aux étudiants qui prendront part à la
réunion. Il y aura une session de présentations par
affiches, des exposés donnés par des étudiants
ainsi qu’une activité sociale. Consultez le site web
de la réunion au http://cms.math.ca/Reunions/

The Distractions Page
Newton and π
By Christopher F. Duffy (University of Victoria)

Ideal Newtonian Physics Land is a magical place dreamt up
by physicists who want to be mathematicians. It is a land
free from the real-world constraints of air resistance, friction, inelastic collisions and relativistic effects.

Christopher Duffy
Math is like shingles -most people have heard
of it, but unless you’ve
been afflicted, you have
no sense for what it really is (and how painful it
can be).

A pair of balls of radius 0 (A and B) live in the Ideal Newtonian Physics Land. They are sitting stationary on a perfectly flat surface, with ball B lying between ball A and a
wall. Ball A has mass 100n and ball B has mass 1 (here in
Ideal Newtonian Physics Land we are also free from pesky
things like units of mass and objects of undefined density).
Normally, Ideal Newtonian Physics Land is a place where
few interesting things occur. However, today is different. An escaped grasshopper appears and applies some
amount of force on to ball A to cause it to roll towards ball
B. The grasshopper hops away again before she can influence the system anymore. (How does she breathe or hop

in Ideal Newtonian Physics Land? A physicist has no time
for such trivialities).
As the balls interact, we count the number of collisions (a
collision occurs both when the two balls collide and when
ball B rebounds against the wall).
When n = 0, Ball A strikes ball B and stops. Ball B bounces
off the wall and returns to strike ball A. Ball B then stops
and ball A continues off in to the distance. A total of three
collisions occurred.
When n = 1, there are a total of 31 collisions.
When n = 5, there are a total of 314159 collisions.
See a pattern? If you find a particularly elegant proof of it,
forward it to duffy@uvic.ca.

Musings on Graph Theory
By Maysum Panju (University of Waterloo)

I’ll announce up front that I’m not a fan of graph theory.
I never have been. Graphs usually annoy me. In my defence, I’m convinced that drawing graphs -- and writing
about them -- takes up too much paper, and ultimately
destroys rainforests. (Yes, I blame global warming on
graph theory). But even I am ready to admit that sometimes, graph problems are remarkably cute, like the one
a friend of mine gave me recently.
“True or false,” he began. “Given any planar graph, you
can get an edgeless graph by removing at most three
quarters of its vertices.”
My friend and I usually share interesting problems we
come across and have some great discussions while solving them. This one, though, was way off my field. “Sorry,”
I told him, “I don’t do graph theory.”
“You know enough to solve this problem,” he insisted.
“It uses a very famous but nontrivial result about planar
graphs. I’ll give you a hint - think of the graph as countries on a map. What do you know about maps?”

“The Four Colour Theorem!” I said excitedly, gleeful that
my knowledge of planar graphs extended beyond the
statement of Kuratowski’s Theorem. In the language of
graph theory, the Four Colour Theorem states that for
any planar graph, the vertices can be coloured using at
most four colours in such a way that no two vertices connected by an edge are the same colour. It’s always easier
for me to remember this theorem from its more popularly
known cartographic context.
Now, given a planar graph with a four-colouring, if we
were to remove all vertices coloured using the three least
common colours, then we have removed at most three
quarters of the vertices, and all remaining vertices must
be of the same colour. But by the nature of the colouring,
there are no edges between these vertices, so we have
an edgeless graph.

Maysum Panju
I’m a fourth year Computational Math and
Pure Math student at the
University of Waterloo.
If I had to think of math
as a disease, I would say
it’s like the hiccups: fun,
exciting, unpredictable.
Sure, hiccups aren’t a
disease, but neither is
math.

“So it’s true!” I announced triumphantly, after my proof
was confirmed, and I basked in that giddy feeling of mathematical success. (You know the one I’m talking about.)
Maybe graphs aren’t so bad, after all.
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Grasshopper illustration by Jason Siefken.

CUMC: From Ontario to Okanagan
By Sarah Drohan (McMaster University)

People are often surprised when they find out that I major in math (and
enjoy it!). It was a pleasant change for loving math to be assumed rather
than unexpected when I attended my first Canadian Undergraduate
Mathematics Conference this summer.
Sarah Drohan
I think math is more aptly
described as a disorder.
One that allows you to
ignore reality every once
in a while.

“Mathematics
puns are the
first sine of
madness.”
- Von
Haupkoph

With well over 100 students in attendance, the conference was held at the University of British Columbia
Okanagan Campus (UBCO) in beautiful Kelowna and
turned out to be a huge success. The majority of the
daytime was dedicated to student talks and keynote
speakers. Everyone was enthusiastic and attentive, a
feat I find rarely achieved in math lectures. Not only
did everyone actually want to be there, but they also
laughed at all the terrible math jokes! Perhaps I should
be concerned because, as Johann Von Haupkoph said,
“Mathematics puns are the first sine of madness”.
While the day was filled with math, the evening activities included a wine tour, a movie night, an arcade
night, and a women in math dinner. Personally, I found
the dinner really inspiring. A panel of five women in
various fields of math engaged in a round table discussion on gender-based issues they’ve encountered
in their careers. One interesting discussion was on
“the imposter phenomenon”, a psychological happenstance resulting in difficulty internalizing success and
recognizing one’s own abilities, leading to a belief of
being a “fraud” of sorts in one’s field. I have definitely
experienced these feelings in research and it was a
relief to know that I wasn’t alone.

Notes from the Margin is a semi-annual publication produced
by the Canadian Mathematical Society Student Committee
(Studc). The Margin strives to publish mathematical content of
interest to students, including research articles, profiles, opinions, editorials, letters, announcements, etc. We invite submissions in both English and French. For further information,
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I could not write this article without mentioning the
beauty of the UBCO campus and Kelowna in general.
Being from southern Ontario, it took me several days
to get used to waking up and seeing gorgeous mountains outside of my residence room. The campus is
only a short bus ride from downtown Kelowna, so we
went to explore the city during our free time. After
(spontaneously) climbing Knox Mountain and seeing
the whole city from 800 feet, I definitely hope to return.
Great presentations, dinners and views aside, my
favourite part of the conference was less tangible: I
loved the sense of a mathematical community that
dominated the conference atmosphere. Regardless
of academic affiliations or preferred field, all those
in attendance could strike up a conversation about
a presentation with a neighbour. I would encourage
all undergraduates to attend CUMC and connect with
young mathematicians from across the country. As
sad as I was to leave gorgeous Kelowna, I am looking
forward to the conference next year at Université de
Montréal - this time with the bravery to give my own
talk!
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